The Binna Binna man / Meme McDonald and Monty Pryor F MCDO
My girragundji / Meme McDonald and Monty Pryor F MCDO
Njunjul the sun / Meme McDonald and Monty Pryor F MCDO
Gracey / James Moloney F MOLO
Peeling the onion / Wendy Orr F ORR
Wonder / R.J. Palacio F PALA
Holes / Louis Sachar F SACH
Loser / Jerry Spinelli F SPIN

SINGLE TITLES
Firegirl / Tony Abbott F ABBO
Ten things I hate about me / Randa Abdel-Fattah F ABDE
Does my head look big in this? / Randa Abdel-Fattah F ABDE
Simon vs. the homo sapiens agenda / Becky Albertalli F ALBE
Prom / Laurie Halse Anderson F ANDE
Flip / Martyn Bedford F BEDF
The princess and the pauper / Kate Brian F BRIA
Finding Grace / Alyssa Brugman F BRUG
Keeping the moon / Sarah Dessen F DESS
Bend It like Beckham / Narinder Dhami F DHAM
Out of my mind / Sharon Draper F DRAP
Coraline / Neil Gaiman F GAIM
Absolutely almost / Lisa Graff F GRAF
Born confused / Tanuja Desai Hidier F HIDI

Home truth / Bird, Carmel A824.3 HOM
Fish in a tree / Linda Hunt F HUNT
Restart / Gordon Korman F KORM
Fairest / Gail Carson Levine F LEVI
Rules / Cynthia Lord F LORD
The Secret Life of Maeve Lee Kwong / Kirsty Murray F MURR
A Step from Heaven / An Na F NA
Rain reign / Anne M. Martin F MART
The Secret Life of Maeve Lee Kwong / Kirsty Murray F MURR
No place like home : Australian stories by young writers aged 8-21 years / Sonja Dechian F NOPL Short stories
Lilies for love / Felicity Pulman F PULM
Small steps / Louis Sachar F SACH
The complete Persepolis / Marjane Satrapi GN SATR
Stealing Heaven / Elizabeth Scott F SCOT
Confessions of a teenage drama queen / Dyan Sheldon F SHEL
Counting by 7s / Holly Sloan F SLOA
Switch / Carol Snow F SNOW
The double life of Cassiel Roadnight / Jenny Valentine F VALE
Finding Violet Park / Jenny Valentine F VALE
Pink / Lili Wilkinson F WILK
Second Skin / Jess Wollman F WOLL
Memoirs of a teenage amnesiac / Gabrielle Zevin F ZEVI
When Dogs Cry / Markus Zusak F ZUSA

SERIES
Airhead / Meg Cabot F CABO
Mates, dates and inflatable bras / Cathy Hopkins F HOPK
13 little blue envelopes / Maureen Johnson F JOHN
Tomorrow, when the war began / John Marsden F MARS
Incarnate / Jodi Meadows F MEAD
Genesis / Lara Morgan F MORG
The adoration of Jenna Fox / Mary Pearson F PEAR
Divergent / Veronica Roth F ROTH

Things fall apart / Chinua Achebe F ACHE
My Brilliant Career / Miles Franklin F FRAN
Liar / Justine Larbalestier SF LARB
Looking for Alibrandi / Melina Marchetta F MARC
The hindi bindi club / Monica Pradhan SF PRAD
Dead girl walking / Linda Joy Singleton SF SING
Swallow the air / Tara June Winch F WINC
American-born Chinese / Gene Luen Yang GN YANG

Soul survivor / Bethany Hamilton 920 HAM
Ugly / Robert Hoge 920 HOG
Chinese Cinderella: The True Story of an Unwanted Daughter / Adeline Yen Mah 920 MAH
Unpolished Gem / Alice Pung 920 PUNG
Mirror / Jeannie Baker  PB BAKE
Millicent / Jeannie Baker  PB BAKE
I like myself / Karen Beaumont  PB BEAU
On a beam of light : a story of Albert Einstein / Jennifer Berne  PB BERN
Noah Dreary / Aaron Blabey  PB BLAB
Stanley Paste / Aaron Blabey  PB BLAB
Sunday Chutney / Aaron Blabey  PB BLAB
Growing up in Kakadu Australia / Stan Breedon  PB BREE
Stellaluna / Janell Cannon  PB CANN
The drover's boy / Ted Egan  PB EGAN
Fair skin black fella / Renee Fogorty  PB FOGO
My Name is not Alexander / Jennifer Fosberry  PB FOSB
Rosa / Nikki Giovanni  PB GIOV
The island / Armin Greder  PB GRED
The city / Armin Greder  PB GRED
My two blankets / Irena Kobald  PB KOBA
Home and away / John Marsden  PB MARS
Different like Coco / Elizabeth Matthews  PB MATT
Mr. M : the exploring dreamer / Soizick Meister  PB MEIS
Mr. M & the red thread / Soizick Meister  PB MEIS
One minute's silence / David Metzenthen  PB METZ
My Hiroshima / Junko Morimoto  PB MORI
Shake a leg / Monty Boori Pryor  PB PRYO
Nyuntu Ninti (what you should know) / Bob Randall  PB RAND
Martin's big words : the life of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr / Doreen Rappaport  PB RAPP
The singing hat / Tohby Riddle  PB RIDD
Unforgotten / Tohby Riddle  PB RIDD
Exclamation mark / Amy Krouse Rosenthal  PB ROSE
Meet the ANZACs / Claire Saxby  F SAXB
Where the wild things are / Maurice Sendak  PB SEND
Razia's ray of hope : one girl's dream of an education / Elizabeth Suneby  PB SUNE
Rules of summer / Shaun Tan  PB TAN
Tales from outer suburbia / Shaun Tan  PB TAN
The arrival / Shaun Tan  PB TAN
The red tree / Shaun Tan  PB TAN
The lost thing / Shaun Tan  PB TAN
The short and incredibly happy life of Riley / Colin Thompson  PB THOM
Dust / Colin Thompson  PB THOM
Imagine a place / Sarah L Thomson  PB THOMP
Coco and the little black dress / Annemarie van Haeringen  PB VANH
Frida Kahlo / Isabel Sanchez Vegara  PB VEGA
Aranea : a story about a spider / Jenny Wagner  PB WAGN
The boat / Helen Ward  PB WARD
Going bush / Nadia Wheatley  PB WHEA
My place / Nadia Wheatley  PB WHEA
Fox / Margaret Wild  PB WILD
Vampyre / Margaret Wild  PB WILD
Malala, a brave girl from Pakistan ; Iqbal, a brave boy from Pakistan / Jeanette Winter  PB WINT
Yolngu Mali : the traditional life of the people of North East Arnhem Land / Peter McConchie  PB YUNU